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Raze unblocked games

Raze 3 Unblocked to play at school. Play Raze 3 UNBLOCKED anytime and anywhere in one click! Raze 3 Unblocked game available in this offline browser extension for free. Hands yourself with lots of weapons, equipment and abilities to fight aliens, zombies and robots to save the earth. Or become an
enemy and fight to destroy it. Our users can use this Raze 3 game app UNBLOCKED, even if your office has restrictions on our gaming site. Raze 3 is a nice browser game that many people play. Install now, you can always delete if you do not like. Control: Movement - WASD / ARROW KEYS Jump -
Space� Goal / Shooting - Mouse Next / Previous weapon - Q /E or Shift / Enter� Select a specific weapon - number keys Use opportunity - F/Ctrl Pause - Esc/P Raze is one of the shooting game on this platform with lots of weapons and an attractive game. In this shooting game, the goal is to protect
aliens in the form of your planet. How to play Raze Unblocked Games 66 Raze as the game controls, you can use spacebar, arrow keys, W, Q, 0 to 9 number keys, D, E, S, Enter, A, Tab, Ctrl, Shift, P keys and mouse. The movement keys are D, S, A, W or arrow keys as you can guess. Spacebar, W key
or UP ARROW KEY are jumping, and the 0 to 9 number keys are to select a specific weapon. You can also use the Q or E key to use the same function to aim and shoot, you can use YOUR MOUSE. You can press Shift and Enter to switch between guns.
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